
The 2024 Dance Studies Association meeting in Buenos Aires will be our organization’s first major
gathering outside of North America and Europe. This occasion aims to facilitate new routes and roots of
local and international exchange and dialogic (un)learning in the field of dance studies. At the same time,
it beckons us to engage critically with the violences embedded in practices and narratives of expansion
and mapping.  The gathering will be conducted in English, Spanish, and Portuguese, welcoming rich
networks of artists and scholars from across Argentina and the Global South.

What would happen if we inverted the map of dance studies? If we tilted it or placed it on its side? What
consequences would these revisions have, these new cartographic choreographies? What new
imaginaries would this enable? How do we keep colonial pasts and presents close in mind (that ship
moving always toward shore) while embracing the reorientation and disorientation of gathering in the
South? 

The 2024 in-person conference anticipates 500+ attendees from across the globe.  This will be our first
large, annual conference since fall 2022 and our community is excited and anxious to be together once
again.  

Join us in moving and mapping.
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Edgardo Mercado, Topologies for Infinitely Unconquerable Bodies (2016) Topologies for Infinitely Unconquerable Bodies is a large-scale performance

installation, both playful and contemplative and/or participatory, that immerses us in an experience that transforms space through the bodies of 20

performers as well as audience members, allowing us to question the connectivity, ubiquity, and limits of the body in motion today.

Edgardo Mercado, Topologías para cuerpos infinitamente inconquistables (2016) Topologías para cuerpos infinitamente inconquistables es una instalación

performática de grandes dimensiones, tanto lúdica como contemplativa y/o participativa, que nos sumerge en una experiencia que transforma el espacio a través

de los cuerpos de 20 performers y de los visitantes, permitiéndonos cuestionarnos acerca de la conectividad, ubicuidad, y límites del cuerpo en movimiento hoy. 

Edgardo Mercado, Topologias para Corpos Infinitamente Inconquistáveis (2016) Topologias para Corpos Infinitamente Inconquistáveis é uma instalação

performática em larga escala, tanto lúdica quanto contemplativa e/ou participativa, que nos submerge em uma experiência que transforma o espaço através dos

corpos de 20 performers e membros da plateia, permitindo questionar a conectividade, ubiquidade e limites do corpo em movimento hoje.
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